
The Rainbow Fish Musical - Interactive Kit 
 
 

Thanks for joining us for the online performance of “The Rainbow Fish!” We are     
always glad to welcome more fish into our coral reef! To really feel like one of fish, be 
sure to work on your fish crafts and read over the script so you don’t miss your lines! 
Your kit includes: 
 

-2 Paper Plate Fish Crafts (plate, jewel stickers, googly eyes) 

-Simply cut a triangle to create a mouth and then glue the cut piece on the other side 
to create a fish tail! Color and decorate to make your own beautiful fish! 
-2 Friendship Bracelet sets (beads, elastic cord) 

-String the beads onto the piece of cord and tie with a square knot to form a bracelet. 
Share it with a friend to show how much they mean to you.  
-2 Coloring Pages to enter into our coloring contest. Be sure to take a picture of your 
finished coloring page and tag us on Instagram! #mphrainbowfish 

-1 Interactive Script so you know when to say your lines or talk to Starfish during the 
show 

-2 Sand Dollars to use during the show. After the show write something kind on the 
back and share it with a friend. 
 

Items you will need: paper plates, beads, elastic cording, googly eyes, stick on jew-
els or similar embellishments, scissors, glue, markers or crayons, additional colorful 
paper to create the fish craft. 
 



“The Rainbow Fish” Interactive Script
Be sure to read over your script before the show so that you know when to

participate. You have lines and actions - so check them out!

Scene 1
-Starfish will enter singing a song and talking to the rocks. When Starfish tells Rainbow Fish that
Mackerel owes her a sand dollar, hold up your sand dollars. Then say:

“I have your sand dollar Starfish!” or “Here you go Starfish!”

Scene 2
-Starfish will enter singing after Rainbow Fish has finished his song. Have your fish ready to
show her - she will even take a “shelfie” with you to post to “Fishtagram!” You can say:

“Check out my fish, Starfish!” or “I can’t wait to see that picture.”

Scene 3
-In the school scene, Little Fish is sad because Rainbow Fish yelled at her and wouldn’t play
with her school. She tells Ms. Minnow that she isn’t feeling up to playing. Ms. Minnow will ask
you to clap your hands and cheer for Little Fish to play. Make sure to clap and cheer for Little
Fish so she plays with the school.

Scene 4
-Starfish enters the scene looking for Mackerel and a fish jumps between the jellyfish and coral.
Tell starfish that Mackerel is behind her. Point and jump around to help get her attention.
-Starfish will count her arms. Help her count by saying “One! Two! Three! Four! Five!”
-Rainbow Fish will say “I’m the Rainbow Fish, I’m special.” Then you say along with Starfish
“You are the most beautiful fish in the entire ocean.”
-Rainbow Fish will say “Or maybe something bad happens to them?” then Starfish will say “NO!
You think so” and YOU answer “YES!”

Scene 6
-When Rainbow Fish hands out his scales to the other fish, give your sand dollar or bracelet to
someone you care about.

Favorite Lines from the Rainbow Fish Musical:

“It doesn’t matter what you are, it matters what you can be, and you can be anything you want
to.”

“Feel it in your heart, feel it in your soul, this is how we start to be a part of the whole. The more
we share the more we care, the more the feeling grows.”
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